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6/31/71 

hr. Gpeffrey 'A-01ff 
c/o Jerry Policoffy 

Dear fir. 

When Jerry Policoff phoned me last night about another matter, he told me you had written him to dispute my account of that au have, for whetever reason, made into an incident. It is my concern for you alone that impels this letter, for which I do not have time. I began writing at 5:30 a.m. this morning, I have to do a late-night radio show tonight, and I have at leant six books started and continue ray investigations, including today, in the Archives. At past 58, I still work a day few young man can or will attempt. 
However, each morning, because my doctor wants me to. I lay writing and research aside long enough to tak a brisk wa;k in the mountains in which we live. This is my thinking time. I think of my research, plan my writing for which I never have time for outlines or notes. If this may show in the finished product, the mangitude of what 1  have undertaken and of my output leaves no alternative. Although I am at the end of an other book, working on the last chapter, eou were on my mind this morning. So.before I return to work, T am writing you. 

ubvibusly, neither you nor I can do anything for the book lillAdE-UP no a, six months after pub date. David and Harris arranged no single promotion and the intent of the Times, literary assassination, has become the reality. The incredible part to me is that you loaned yourself to thisA  Pease remember that once your letter appeared, I wrote O Leonard asking that he sluaaepe of it and of my unanswered letter of 196e to you. You and he -and tbe despicable liaplan who he become a sick man on the subject of as .assinationse all failed to reply. So there is no gain for me, none possible, in taking this time. 

Jerry said you have a low opinion of the writing in FRAiL-UP. We tooth know how subjective these opinions are. You are not alone in elpressing it, nor are you in the majority of the opinions expressed to me. Nor is it relevant. Neither you nor any reviewer reviews only those books he likes. However, nothing has changed since we first discussed my writings, when. I apologized for handing you a roughI draft, which is What the private (and reprint) printing of WHITEWASH. Everything I have published is the roggh draft, with the exception of FAA E-UP, which Harris, personally, edited. But it is an edited rough draft, alontractd from about twice that size. From the book I handed you in day of 1966 until tDcL.: 	acicTe from two-dozen file drawers of research, ehich represents considerabin work, I have 2ublihe0 well over a million words of solid, schoarly research, successful challenge of  has not been made a al no single claim of inaccuracy has ever been made to my face, including thim by the uninformed sycohpants (publiehed is serial form by the Tashineton Post) and Coneeission lawyers. Quite the cant rary, one of the m:Joers o.0 the , j.") thanked me Coo some of it. It is obvious I have not eeploited. this in my writing. But censidering the size of that -- have done, size alone, and the fact that I have been all alone, with neither income nor subsidy, I had no choice. I could not sit and hone, could not revise and edit. The choice was and remains between this and marhin the historical record that rightly or wrongly I consider must be. I know of nobody else in the work Who has been willing to ruin his personal life and branrupt himself to do it. Perhaps history will record may judgement wron,, but there now seems to be no prospect. 	do riot know what 1 know. but you have rend two of my bp-Len sal these alone should have made you apprehensive about the 	of society in which we live. 

In F2jL.G7U2 there is orie exception to an undeviating practice. 	identified the writer oe eve. ythfsn.g. ousted. and re::erred. to 1;y-  .:12mte, even 2.1en. it vse wre copy. I nad reasons, including the fact that the one pert of out society that, by.  sad large, wan true to its traditienal reenoosibilities, was the or;;ing, on-the-street, newsman. lou are tire one exception. The failure of the press to fulfill its traditional role was 1,11u.16,:,meat anc? editorial fault, not that of the reporters. eithoat the abdication of its watchdog role in our society, none o2 the needless tragedies in the wake of the groat on, the asoas,Idaatioa of John Khaedy, would. how come to poss. 74th the -lost this ma particuLlorly true ecouse 



of aiggias, who cast hispaper in ;;hotI regard as a subversive role, that of an unofficial arm of government. The Post is now being honest asc ot it. Aecently dick Horvuod said so quite ellblicitly in a sing ed-page article, and made clear, without naming him, that it was 4ggins' doing. In this footnote I carefully avoided naming or even identifying you because -L  knew this earlier. As you realize, I also wrote that footnote long before this belated admission by the -.eost. I hed had personal dealings with Wiggins, all Laitfully and opertemporaneously recorded and filed, in files that will someday be part of an Archive in a major university. Louis Boren, who had, read the book in manuscript arid oh his own offered to and did submit it to his own aritish published (the negative decision was policy, not editorial), phoned Uiggins, who invited. n.:] t.) meet with him, aigeins told me to write him a column and he' print It. He never did. But in nention j2 :.01_14  I (wen maeked the fact that you were book-review editor. 
The only ideatificatioa 32 Leolfrey Jollf is that sad business is by Geoffrey- 
Oaa• o: the fen things Jerry told r.i0 of your letter is that ou thinia or imply I could have maae those a otes after your istter ins published. by the Times. This ib as falao as it is impcbaible.first, as my files and this letter will show, t do not even take time to read and correct my terrible typing, for to do that is at the cost of other work. I have hundreds of hours of un-transcribed tapes of interviews. I haven't written any notes at any later tine and all are dated. These have, in addition, internal dating. -My poverty has been suda that a" have alzmys used whatever second-hand paper a had at any time, always using all of'it up before I bought any. Thus youwill find that as I wrote WEITEWL311 co the back of second-hand aulatographed literature about my farm, the notes of my.  converse-tioob -aith you and others at the Pest and even tee carbons of some of is correspondence are on this kind of paper. Successively I used whatever second-hand paper was available, often the discarded letterheads of businesses and offices that moved, given to me by kind friends who, knowing I was broke, save this for me when they saw it . The typewriter used was alder that you then I  had to discard it, perhaps a year ago. And the best proof you can learn for yourself. It happens that from time to time young people come here. They have unimpeded access to my files for their own -work. Onthe occasion of publication of your letter, when Jerry phoned me ab out it, Howard Hoffman, who had just completed his first year at t e university of Pennsylvania, was out guest. While I was talking to Jerry, who was asking me questions p I called to Howard. I  have a separate file on the-non-pub-lishiog history of WHITEWASH. Howard went to it, removed the appropriate file, and it is • he, not ',who selected from it the relevant parts that I then quoted to Jerry over the phone. If you sincerely-  believe what I have trouble believing you do not, confabulation aid conscience being what they are, Havard lives at 8829 blue Grass Road, Philadelphia 19152. But the fact is that yo: are wrong. The fact also is that neither you nor Leonard did the obvious and customary, checked with me. And the fact is that your letter to the Times is irrevelant to the character or content of the Kaplan review. .hatever impelled you to do that I would have thought so out-of-character for you, you were in every detail wrong arid you -t us became part of a shameful thing, the deliberate literary assassination of the only work presenting the other side of the official mythology about the most costly single crime in history. You also became a self-appointed apologist for the unacceptable and inexcusable, the federal record in this and other assassination investigations. It is for you to live with, not me. I think, in time if not already, unless you are a man entirely un like the man I met in 1966, this will nag you. It should. It is a rotten thing. To b lame me for your lack of independence when your livelihood was in issue is as cowardly as it is dishonest. 

I.ask nothing of you. There is nothing you can do to undo the harm you have done. I can conceive of no way of reviving what you helped the Times kill. The one thing I would think the man I met five years ago would want to do is clear his own conscience. 
And by the way, it is not alone you Who discussed your then opinion of HWITEWASH we me. You discussed it with your then secretary, Vivian Hudkin, who discussed it with me on several occasions when I had sought you out 0 dropped in to see Paul Herrin aril you were a ot in. Sincerely, Harold Weisberg 


